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Beginning Data Analysis

CHAPTER OBJECTlVES

••• Recognize the problem of 'drowning in data'.
,_ Understand the uses of secondary data.

Employ methods to kick-start your data analysis.
Recognize the major issues involved in early analysis of different kinds of
qualitative data.

INTRODUCTION

ter their first year of research, people nave varying degrees of certainty about
e future. As Coffey and Atkinson (1996) put it, the end of year 1 sees two

inds of researcher. The uncertain one feels she is drowning in data and asks:
ive collected all rhis data, now what should I do?'The orher, more confidenr,
searcher states: 'L've collecred all my data. now I'rn going to aualyse ir and
-rite it up '.

The temprarion mighr be to find merit in both positions. Afi:er ali, self-
estioning and self-confidence both seem to be worthy qualities in a researcher.

, fact, neíther position is satisfactory and both reflect a more or less wasted first
ar of research:

Both positions imply a woefu! lack of appreciarion of what is and can be meant by
analysis .... [Such analysis] is a peIVilSive activity throughout the !ife of a research project.

,Analysis is not simply one of the later stages of research, to be followed by an equally
separa te phase of'writing up resulrs', (Coíley and Atkinson, 1996: 10-11, rnvemphasis)

Research designs which devote the firsr year solely to a lircrature revicw and/or
data gathering may look excellent on paper. lndeed, they may be just the thing in
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quantitative stuclies more concerned with implementing pre-designed 'measu"
rather than employing a theoretical imagination. But in most qualitative rese
unless you are analysing data more or less from day 1 you will always have to p
'catch up'.

AlI very well, you might respond, but where on earth am I going to get
data frorn on day 1? Surely, most of my first year is going to be spent on gerti
access to some research site or set of respondents and rhen, if successful, gatheij'
my data, How is it going to be possible to start data analysis so quickly?

In the rest of this chapter, Ishow you how to kick-srart your data analysis ve~í
early on. I rhen discuss ways to begin data analysis on man)" differenr kinds of lJual-
itative data: interviews, field notes, texts, visual data and transcripts of conversation;,

~\r.Ulablefor your own reanalysis perhaps following up different questions from
iÍlOseoriginally asked.
'\ Eveu if you intend, in due course, to gather your own data, these materiais are

ediately available. As such, they provide a marvellous opportunity to refine your
llcthods and to get a feel of the joys (and torments) ofbands-on' data analysis.

11.2 KICK-STARTING DATA ANALYSIS

1.2.2 Beg or borrow other peop/e's data

~erhaps vour research interests cannot be accomrnodated by dara in the public
,sphere. If so, ir is always worth rnaking enquiries in your deparrmenr about relevam
:ctatathat other people may be willing to share with you.
;, Yo~r supervisor is an obvious person to turn to, Having agreed to super-
vise you and thereby acknowledged a cornmon research interest, it is probable
that your supervisor will have already gathered data that may be relevant to
your project. Don't be shy to ask if you might have access to ir. This was exactly

ê'li{thestrategy that my studentVicki Taylor tollowed. I was delighted to pass on
'. 1I1ydata to her so she could explore a research problern which was different
,"to mine.
" - Of course, there may be ethical or other reasons why such access is not always
possible. But most supervisors will be delighted, perhaps even tlattered, if you are
'inrerested in their own data, After alI, your research may lead to new ideas which
,;,,,. help them in their owu work.

If your supervisor cannot deliver the goods, explore your various peer groups,
lIow research students in your department, perhaps two or three years into their
search, may, like your supervisor, welcome passing ou some of their own data,
r perhaps you can turn to members of study groups iu your area or even to vis-
ing speakers talking ou a relevant topic,

Above alI, you must remember that, in most disciplines, no 'brownie points'
re usual1y given for having yom 0\V11 data. Ir is the qualiry of your data analvsis

that will matrer, not whether you can show how clever you were to access yOllr
data, Perhaps only in aurhropology m,]y the display of how, in pursuir of your
.'tribe', you have travelled thousands 01' miles, learnt a foreign language and

ndured endless hardships count for something - but not much I suspect,
.~ Even if you feel happier to have your own data, remember that this does not
exdude the first two strategies, In the early stages, analysis of other people's data
or public data may still give you rhe impetus you need for research 'lifi-off" when

"you are ready to analyse )"our own marerials.
You should now artempt Exercise 11.1.

••

As already noted, you might weIl ask: where arn I going to get my data ou day 1(.
There are five very practical, complementary solutions to this puzzle:

~ analyse data already in the public sphere
'" beg or borrow other peoples data
,/li seek advice from your supervisor
~ anaIyse your own data as you gather it
@ ask key questions about your data,

I brietly discuss each strategy below.

11.2.1 Aná/yse data a/ready ln the public sphere

Some types of naturaIly occurring materials are already waiting for Y0l!, Fo
instance, when undergraduate students doing a dissertation at my London college
used to approach me wirh rheir concerns about gathering aud analysing data ia,'
say, a rhree-month rime-slot, I usually gave the foIlowing advice. Hop on a train:
to Colindale in North London. Turn right out of the station and you will come
to a big building marked British Museum Newspaper Library Now select a fe
newspapers which covered a particular story (e.g. Princess Diana's death, th
O]. Simpson trial or the trial of the Brirish uanny, Louise Woodward). Of course
you still lack a research problem and a method of analysis and you will need t,
rhink long aud hard about both. But you have your data, so go to it! ~

Needless to say, the public sphere contains much more than uewspapers. There'
are ali the other kinds of written rexrs from novels to the contents of different web
sites on the Internet. There are the products of the broadcast media, radio and TV
prograrnmes, from phone-ins to soap operas and news broadcasrs, Then there are
those rare qualitative studies which reproduce large portions of data, making rhe

Seek advice trom your supervisor

, As an undergraduare. your main face-to-face concacr with a taculry member may
have been when you submitted a term-paper or, occasionally, when you got some
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feedback after such a submission. However, this model of a student-staff relationshi-
is totally inappropriate when you are doing your own research.

Supervisors are there to offer support when you most need it(see Chapter 18)
If you feel that you are' drowning in data', that is a prime time to ask for help.

One way they can help you gain focus is to suggest a small and hence achiev
able task. Two examples of such tasks from Becker and Wolcott are given below: ..

'ê Offering a snap characterization of what seems to be happening in your data.
and asking you to respond to it. It really dcesn't matter how wide of the lllark
this idea is if it can get you to start working with your data (Becker, 1998).

~ Asking you to take 'some manageable unit oJ O/Ie as a focus' (Wolcott, 1990: 69,
discussed at greater length in Chapter 5). In this way, instead of confronting
your data as one large, threatening mass, you can narrow down and achieve a'
focus on one topic, one activity or one day (or one minute).

These kinds of tasks should help you overcome the kind of mental blocks we aIl
tco readily erect for ourselves when first confronting data. If we are set a small
task, we are more likely to succeed and to gain confidence. Moreover, through
such small tasks, we can start to see subtleties in our data which may be hidden if
we ask big questions at the outset. As Becker (1998) rerninds us, don't over-theorize
early on in data analysis. Instead, begin from a situation or a piece of data and rhen
build theories out of this limited material.

11.2.4 Ana/yse your own data as you gather it

Data analysis should not only happen after ali your data has been safely gathered.
If you only have one interview or recording or set of field notes, go to it! Where
appropriate, start transcribing. In ali cases, start reviewing your data in the light of
your research questions.

Now is the time to test out methods, findings and concepts. Here are some
good questions to ask yourself:

tt Do L feel cornfortable with my preferred method of data analysis (e.g.
grounded theory, narra tive, conversation or discourse analysis)?

G Is my data-analysis method suggesting interesting questions?
, Is it giving me a strong grip on my data that looks like it might generate inter-

esting generalizations?

Do previous research findings seem to apply to my data? If not, why not? If
so, how can I use l11ydata to develop these findings?
How do particular concepts fiom my preferred rnodel of social research apply
to l11y data? Which concepts work best and hence look likcly to be most
productive?
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None of these questions can be properly answered from the armchair or drawing
board. No matter how elegant your original research proposal, its application to

.your first batch of data is always salutary. In most qualitative research, sticking with
your original research design can be a sign of inadequate data analysis rather than
demonstrating a welcome consistency.

None of this wiU you know until you begin analysing your data. Of course,
this will mean committing yourself to writing up your analysis at a very early

. stage.As Wolcott (1990: 20) argues: 'You cannot begin writing early enough.' Even
a 20(J-word shot at data analysis will give your supervisar something to go on.
And even if your understandable inicial hesitancy means that you are not 'off and
running', at least you will have started.

Yo~ should now attempt Exercise 11.2.

11.2.5 Ask key questions about your data

Of COlme, what is a 'key' question will depend upon your research topic and your
preferred model of qualirarive research. Although this means that there are few if
any 'free-floating' key questions, the following list has worked with my own
students and is worth posing about your own research:

What are the main units in your data and how do they relate to one another?
Remernber, rhat no meaning resides in a single unit and so everyrhing
depends on how your units fit together. This is an issue of articu/ation.
Which categories are actually used by the people you are studying? Remember
that, unlike quantitative researchers, we do not want to begin with our own
categories at the outset. This is an issue of definition.
What are the contexts and consequences of your subjects' use of categories?
Remember that it is rarely right to ask 'why?' questions before you have
identified rhe local phenornena involved. This is an issue of hOW5/ and ioliats?
How do your difficulties in the field over, say, access and how you are defined
by your rescarch subjects provide you with turther research topics? Remember
thar rhe beaury of qualitative rcsearch is that ir otfers the potential for us to
topicalize such difficulties rather than just treat them as methodological cons-
traints. This is an issue of the creative use of troubles.

I>

So far I have been discussing ways to 'kick-starr' your data analysis. However, my
attempt to oífer useful tips for any kind of study has meant rhat I have had to talk
about qualitative research in general. I now want to move to a lower levei of gen-
eralitv and to examine how you may begin to analyse different kinds of qualita-
tive data. I will consider five diffcrent kinds of data:

.• interviews
field notes
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" texts
~ visual data
•• transcripts.

.Míller and Glassner (2004) describe a study involving in-depth, open-ended
terviews with young women (aged 13 to 18) who claim affiliation with youth

gs in their communities (Mil!er, 1996). These interviews foliow the completion
f a survey interview administered by the same researcher.
. Here is how the authors describe the purposes of each form of data:For each data source, I wil! offer an example of how, in a particular study, da

analysis took off

11.3 INTERVIEWS

While the survey interview gathers information about a wide range of topies, includ-
ing the individual, her school, friends, family, neighborhood, delinquent involvement,
arrest history, sexual hisrory, and victimizarion. in addition to informarion about rhe
gang,rhe in-deprh interview is conccrned exclusively with rhe roles and acrivities of
young women in youth gangs, and the meanings they describe as emerging from
rheir'gang affiliation. (Miller and Glassner, 2004: 131)

In Chapter 4, I examined the various ways that researchers can read sense in
answers that respondents give to open-ended interviews, The most popul
approach is to treat respondents' answers as describing some external reality (e.
facts, events) or internal experience (e.g. feelings, meanings). Foliowing tIUS
approach, it is appropriate to build into the research design various devices tS'
ensure the accuracy of your interpretation, so you can check the accuracy of what
your respondents teli you by other observations (see Chapter 14 on the method
of triangulation).And you can treat such measures as inter-coder agreement (see
Chapter 14) and computer-assisred qualitative data progranunes (see Chapter 13i
as a means of securing a fit between your interpretations and some external reali
Let us cali this a realist approach to interview data. 'e

As Clive Seale has pointed out (personal correspondence), realism is here used'
in the sense of the literary geme whose aim is to describe the 'gritty' reality of
people's lives. ln this approach, typical of tabloid journalism, 'confessional' stories
are gathered and presented to the reader as new 'facts' about personalities. Thi
forrn of realism has had much influence on qualitative research (see Atkinson an
Silverman, 1~97).

An alternative approach treats interview data as accessing various stories o
narratives through which people describe their world (see Holstein and Gubrium,
2004). This approach claims thar, by abandoning the atrernpt to treat respondents
accounts as porentially 'true' pictures ofrealiry', we open up for analysis the cul-:
turally rich merhods through which intcrviewers and imcrviewees, in concert,
generate pIausible accounts of the world. Although this second approach may use
similar measures to achieve 'quality control' (e.g. group data sessions to ensure,
agreement about the researchers' reading of a transcript), rhese measures are used
in pursuit of a differem, 'narrated' reality in which the 'situated', or locally produced,
nature of accounts is to the fore,

I arn aware rhat many readers of this volume wil! favour the former approach.
At the same time, I do not want to neglect the latter, narra tive approach - particularly
as it is closer to my OWI1 theoretical orientation. Fortunately, there are examples
available which show how you can kick-start a piece of interview research using :,'1
both thesc approachcs.

Let us focus on the data that Milier obtained from her in-depth interviews. This
ís one example:

Deseribing why she joined her gang, one young wornan told Miller, "well. I didn't
get any respect ar home. I wanted to get some love and respecr from somebody some-
where else". (Miller and Glassner, 1997: 107)

Here is another respondent's explanation of why she joined a gang: 'I didn't have
o family ... I had nothin' else' (1997: 107).

< Another young woman, when asked to speculate on why young people join
ngs, suggested:

Some of 'em are like me, don't have, dori't really have a basie home or steady home
to go to, you know, and they dori't have as much love and respect in the home so they
want to get it elsewhere. And, and, like we get, have family members in gangs or that
were in gangs, stufflike that. (1997: 107)

Let us assume that you have gathered this data and now want to begin analysis.
.Put at its starkest, what are you to do with ir?

ln line with the realisr approach , using sofiware programs such as ElIHNO-
GRAPH or NUD-IST (see Chapter 13), you ma)' srart by codingrespondenrs'
answers imo the different sets of reasons that they give for participation in gangs.
.From this data, two reasons seem to predominate: 'push' factors (unsupportive
families) and 'pull' factors (supportive gangs).

Moreover, given the availabiliry of survey data on the sarne respondents, you
are now in a position to correlate each factor with vur ious background charac-
teristics that they have. This seems to set up your research in good shape. Not only

., can you search for the 'subjective' meanings of adolescent gangs, but also you can
relate these meanings to 'objecrive' social structures.

The 'realisr' approach thus has a high degree of plausibiliry to social scientists
who rheorize about the worId in tcrms of rhe impact of (objecrive) social structures
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upon (subjective) dispositions. Moreover, the kind of research outputs that it se~
to deliver are precisely those demanded by 'users' in the community, seeId
immediate practical payoffs from social science research. . .

However, say we are not entirely satisfied by the apparent plausibility of realis
How can the narrative approach kick-start data analysis?

Miller and Glassner (2004: 134-5) suggest that one way to begin is to thi
about how respondents are using culturally available resources in order to constru'
their stories. They refer to RichardsOll's suggestion that:

fies' which: 'resist the cultural narratives about groups of people and tell
ernative stories' (Richardson, 1990: 25).

Miller's research on adolescent gang culture foUows an earlier study of
erican adolescents' perception and use of illegal drugs. In this study, Glassner

nd Loughlin (1987) treat interview responses as both culturally defined narratives
d as possibly factually córrect statements. 50, for instance, when someone says
e uses marijuana because her friends do, Glassner and Loughlin (1987: 35) take
is to suggesNwo findings:

Panicipatioll in a culrure includes participation in the narrarives of that culrure, a
general understanding of the srock of meanings and rheir reIationships to each other.,
(Richardson, 1990: 24)

She has made use of a culturally prevalent way of understanding and talking about
~es~ topics [identifying a narrative].

» ; We now have evidence thar marijuana smoking is part of peer gatherings [the realist
,i version].How, then, can the data above be read in these terrns? The idea is to see respon

dents' answers as cultural stories. This means exarnining the rhetorical force of whá
interviewees say as: Glassner and Loughlin argue that narrative analysis works through examining

me nature and sources of the 'frame of explanatior;' used by the interviewee.
However, the character of what the interviewee is saying can also be treated,

.through a realist approach, as a factual statement and validated by observation (e.g.
ofthe series ofinteractions through which her friends' use comes to affect her own).

If we treat interviewees' responses as factual statements, then it becomes cru-
'cial to ask: 'Can we believe the kids?' Clearly, the authors take this (O be a serious
question, arguing rhat, indeed, we should trust (their report of) what the kids are
saying, They base this assertion on a set of clairns about how 'rapport' was estab-
Jished with subjects: interviewers were accepted as peer-group members, showed
'genuine interest' in understanding the interviewee's experiences and guaranteed
confidentiality (1987: 35).

Calling their approach a 'methodology for listening', Glassner and Loughlin
are thus centrally concerned with 'seeing the world from the perspective of our
subjects' (1987: 37). In this respect, rhey share the same assumprions about the
'authenticiry' of 'expericnce' as do other realists and ernotionalists. However,

.their sensirive address of the narrative forms frorn which perspccrives arise Sllg-

gests an alterna tive path for interview analysis (for a more developed version of
.~he narrative approach, see Gubrium and Holstein, 1997).
,1'

••

interviewees deploy these narratives to make their actions explainable and understand-
able to those who otherwise may not understand. (Miller and Glassner, 1997: 107)

In the data already presented, Miller and Glassner note that respondents make
rheir actions understandable in two ways. First, they do not artempt to challeng~
public views of gangs as bad. But, second, they do challenge the notion that the
interviewee herself is bad.

However, Miller and Glassner note that not all their respondents g1ibly recycl
convemional cultural stories. As they put it:

Some of the young wornen go farther and describe their gang involvement in ways
that directly challenge prevailing stereorypes about gangs as groups that are inherently
bad or antisocial and abour females roles within gangs. (1997: 108)

This is some of the respondents' accounts that they have in mind:

Ir was really, it was just normallife, the only difference was, is, that we had meetings.

[We 1 play cards, smoke bud, play dominoes, play video garnes.Thars basically all we
do is pIay. You would be surprised. This is a bunch of big kids, !t's a bunch of big old
kids in my set. (1997: 109) FIElD NOTES

In accounts like rhese, Miller and Glassner argue that there is an explicir challenge
to what the interviewees know to be popular beliefs about youth gangs. Instead .
of accepting the conventional definition of their behaviour as 'devianr', the girls
attcmpr to convey the norrnalcy of rheir activities.

Thcse narrntivcs dircctly chaJlengc stercorypical cultural stories of thc gang.
Followinc Ricbardson, MilJer and Glassner refer to such accounts as 'collective

Tape-recorded interviews, like texts and tapes of naturally occurring interaction,
alIow you to rerurn to yOllr data in its original forrn as often as you wish. The prob-
lern with field notes is that you are stuck with the torrn in which you made them
at the time and that your rcaders will 0111y have access to how you recorded cvents.

There are two partia] solutions to this problern: following strict conventions
in writing field notes and adhering to a consistent theoretical orientarion. The
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issue of field note conventions will be discussed in Chapter 12. In this chapte
discuss an observational research study which began from a well-defined theo

In the early 1980s, I obtained access to a number of clinics treating éanc
patients in a British National Health Service (NHS) hospital. Foliowing Strori'
(1979) account of the 'ceremonial arder of the clinic', I was interested in ho
doctors and patients presented themselves to each other, For instance, Strong h
noted that NHS doctors would adhere to the rule 'politeness is all' and rarely cr
icize patients to their faces.

While at the hospital, I noticed that one of the doctors regularly seern to'
missing' aticr his morning c1inics. My curiosiry aroused, Imade enquiries. I di
covered that most afternoons he was conducting his 'privare' practice at consu!
ing rooms in a salubrious area ofLondon's West End. Nothing ventured, nothín
gained, so I tried asking this doctor ifI could 'sit in' on his private practice.To niy
great surprise, he consented on condition that I did not tape recordo I happily.
agreed, even though this meant that my data was reduced to (what I saw 'as!
relatively unreliable field notes.

Obviously, in making tield notes, one is 110r simply recording data bur also
analysing it. The categories you use will inevirably be theoretically saturated .

wherher or not you realize it! Given my interest in Strong's use of Goffinan
(1974) concept offrames, I tried to note down the activities through which th'
participants managed their identities. For instance, I noted how long the doctL
and patient spenr on social 'small talk' and how subsequent appointments \VI

arranged.

However, if the researcher is physically present, two different kinds of issu
should never be neglected:

d rhe room is lit by an elegant centrallight and a table lamp. To add an executive
.uch, there are three phones on the desk, as weli as a pen in a holder.

This roam establishes an air of privacy as well as luxury. At the NHS clinics,
itients are nearly always examined in curtained-off areas. Here, however, the

',xarnination couch is in a separa te. room which can only be entered through the
nsulting room. Alrhough more functional than the latter, ir is nonetheless

~àrpeted and kept at a high temperature to keep patients warm. Even the doctor
, elf may knock before entering this exarnination room while the patient is
ressing ar undressing,

How you are being treated

he emphasis on privacy in British 'private' medicine creates a special problem
or the researcher. While at the NHS clinics 1 sheltered happily behind a name-
fag, at the private clinic my presence was always explained, if ambiguously
{'Dr. Silverman is sitting in with me today if thar's alright?'). Although identified
and accepted by rhe paticnt, I remained uncomtortable in my role in this setting.
ls airof quiet seclusion made me feellike an intruder.

Like the doctor, I found myself dressing formally and would always stand up and
.e hands with the patient. 1 could no longer merge into the background as at the

HS c!inics. I regularly experienced a sense of inrruding on some privare ceremony.
,:,.My impression was that the priva te clinic encouraged a more 'personalizcd'
rvice and allowed patients to orchestrate their care, control the agenda, and
tain some 'territoriaJ' control of the setting. In my discussion of the data, like
ong, 1 cite extracts from consultations to support these points, while referring
.deviant cases and to the continuum of forms found in the NHS clinics.

My interest in how observers are treated in medical settings is nicely demon-
ued in Perakyla's (1989) study of a hospital ward for terrninally ill people.
akyla shows how staff use a 'psychological' frame to define rhemselves as objec-

're surveyors of rhe ernotional reactions of such patients. The psychological

me is a powertul means of resolving the idenriry disrurbances found, in orhcr

:nes - whcn a parienr resists practical or me diral ti:aming, statf can explain this
'terms of the patient's psychological state,
; However, the psychological frame also turns out to be highly relevant to
âerstand staff's response to Perakyla himself. By seeing him as a researcher prin-

pally interested in parients' feelings, the staffhad a ready-rnade explanariori ofhis
resence to give to patients and also were able to guess which of their own activ-
ies might need explaining to him.

~~..Like Perakyla, by examining my own involvement in the 'framing' of the
mteracrion, and using my eyes as well as my ears, I had kick-started my analysis,

However, were there other ways in which 1could systematically compare the rwo
NHS c1inics with the privare clinic? In Chapter 12, I discuss some simple quanti-

.. tive llleasures I used in arder to respond to rhis problem.

•4 what you can see (as well as hear)
~ how you are behaving/being treated.

11.4. 1 What you can see

Borh Nl-IS cLinics were held in functional rooms, wich unadorned white walls,
carpets, simple furnirure (a small desk, one substantial chair for the doctor a
a number of stacking chairs for patients, families and students). Like most N
hospitals, heating pipes and radiators were very obtrusive.

To enter the consulting rooms of the private clinic is to enter a differe,
world. The main room has the air of an elegant study, perhaps not unlike the kin
of room in a privare house where a wealthy patienr might have been visited ,~
an eighteenth-cenrury doctor. The walls are tastefully painted and adorned wi
pr ints and paintings. The floor has a fine carpet. The furniture is reproducti
anciquc and includes a large, leather-topped desk, several comfortable armchair~c;:;#.).
a sofa, a low table covered with coffee table books and magazines, and a bookcasr"'\;.1;
which holds ivory figures as well as medical texts. Plants are placed on severa! surfa~~
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ln paying due attention to such materials, however, one must be quite clear about
what they can and cannot be used for. They are 'social facts', in that they are pro-"
duced, shared and used in socially organized ways.They are not, however, transparent
representations of organizational rourines, decision-making processes, or professional
diagnoses. They construct particular kinds of representations with their own conven- .'
tions. (2004: 58)

~.. The navy pilot story

. How did he feel about knowing that even with all the care he took in aiming
only at military targets someone was probably being killed by his bombs?
'Icertainly don't like the idea that Imight be killing anybody; he replied. 'But

Idon't lose any sleep over ir.You have to be impersonal in this business. Over
North Vietnam I coridition myself to think that 1'111. a military man being shot
at by another military man like myself.' (Sacks, 1992, Vol. 1: 205)

$3cks in\'ites us to see how rhe pilot's immediate reply ('I certainJy don't like the
idea.. .') shows his COl1U1utment to the cvaluational scheme offered by the jOur-

alist's.questiono For instance, if the pilot had instead said 'Why do you ask?', he
would have shown that he did not necessarily subscribe to the same moral universe

the reporter (and, by implication, the readers ofthe article).
Having accepted this moral schema, Sacks shows how the pilot now builds an

inswer which helps us to see him in a favourable light. The category 'military
man' works to defend his bombing as a category-bound activity which reminds
us that rhis is, afier ali, what military pilots do. The etIect of this is magnified by
the pilor's identifieation ofhis eo-participant as 'another military man like myself'.
.In this way, the pilot creates a pair (military man/military man) with reeognizable
inutual obligations (bombing/shooting at the other). ln terms of this pair, the
other party eannot properly complain or, as Sacks puts it:

11.5 TEXTS

Quantitative researehers try to analyse written material in a way which will proa
reliable evidence about a large sample. Their favoured method is content ana]
in which the researchers establish a set of categories and then count the num
of instances that fali into each category. The crucial requirement is that the cat
gories are sufficiently precise to enable ditIerent coders to arrive at the s
results when the same body of material (e.g. newspaper headlines) is exanUn_,
(see Berelson, 1952).

ln qualirative research, small nurnbers of texts and documents may be analys
for a very different purpose. The airn is to understand the participants' categori
and to see how these are used in conerete activities like telling stories (Propp, 196
Sacks, 1974), assembling files (Cicourel, 1968; Gubrium and Buckholdt, 1982) o
describing 'family life' (Gubrium, 1992).

The constructionist orientation of many qualitative researchers thus mea
that they are more concerned with the processes through which texts depict 'real
iry' rather than with wherher such texts contain true or false starements.
Arkinson and Coffey put it:

there are no complainrs to be offered on their part about the error ofhis ways, except
if he happens to violate the norms that, given the device used, are operarive. (1992,

, Vol.l: 206)

Documentary sources are not surrogates for other kinds of data. We cannot, for
instance, learn through written records how al1organization acrually operares day-by-
day. Equally, we cannor trear records - however 'official' - as firrn evidence of what
rhev report . This recognition 011reservarion does not mean rhat we should ignore
or downgrade documenrary data. On rhe contrary, our recognirion of cheir existence
as social facts (on constructions) alerts us to the necessity to treat them very seriously
indeed. We have to approach documents for what they are and what they are used to
accomplish. (2004: 58)

Notice also that the pilot suggests 'you have to be impersonaJ in this business'.
'Note how the category 'this business' sets up the terrain on which the specific pair
. of rnilirary 111e11 will shortly be used. So rhis account could be offered by eirher

, pair-parr.
However, as S3Cks argue::s. the implication is that 'this business' is one of 111<111)'

where irnpersonality is required. For:

The irnplications of this are clear:

if it were the case that, that you had to be impersonal in this business held only for
this business, then it might be that doing this business would be wrong in rhe first

instance. (1992, Vol. 1: 2(6)

Whar does it mean to approach texts 'for what they are'? Let us take a concrete
example. In two of Sacks's lectures, he refers to a New York Times story about an
interview with a navy pilot about his missions in the Vietnam War (Sacks, 1992,
Vol. I: 205-22, 306-11). Sacks is specially interested in the story's report of the
navy pilor's reporred answer to a question in the extract below,

Moreover, the impersonality involved is of a special sort. Sacks points out that we
hear the pilot as saying not that it is unfortunate that he cannot kill 'personally'
but rather that being involved in this 'business' means that 011e must not consider

that one is killing persons (l992, Vol. 1: 209).
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However, the pilot is only proposing a pair of military man-military mano I
that sense, he is inviting the North Vietnamese to 'play the game' in the same way
a child might say to another TU be third base'. However, as Sacks notes, in children
baseball, such proposals can be rejected:

if you say Til be third base', unless someone eise says 'and I'Il be ... ' another position,
and the orhers say they'Il be the other positions, then you're not that rhing.You can't
play. (1992, Vol. 1: 307)

ection 11.4 above and to such aspects of our environment like street signs and
ádvertisements (see Emmison and Smith, 2000).
. The analysis of visual data can be very complicated and, in some hands, can
be so over-theorized that one feels that the theoretical tail is wagging the empiri-
cal dog! To simplify matters for the beginning researcher, I will use as an example
a relatively straightforward study and illustrate how data analysis took off.

SharpIes et alo (2003) had the interesting idea of studying the kinds of
photographs made by children. A total of 180 children of three different ages (7, 11
.and 15) were' given single-use cameras and asked to use them in any way they
pkased over a wee kend. Over 4300 phorogr.iphs 'were generared by this means.

Data analysis took oII through using a form of content analysis which produced
a kind of'radar screen ... a two-dimensional scatterplot showing the principal axes
of variability' (Sharples et al.: 311). This data was set up in this way in order to
answer some early, key research questions:

Of COlme, the North Vietnamese indeed did reject the pilor's proposal. Instead
rhey proposed the idemification of the pilot as a' criminal' and defined themselves
as 'doing police actiori'.

As Sacks notes, these competing definitions had implications which went
beyond mere propaganda. For instance, if the navy pilot were shot down then the"
Geneva Conventions about his subsequent treatment would only properlv
be applied if he indeed were a 'rnilitary rnan' rather than a 'criminal' (1992,
VoI. 1: 307).

Sackss analysis derives from his particular way of treating texts (like Atkinson
and Coffey) as representations. Like Garfinkel (1967), Sacks wanted to avoid treat-
ing people as 'cultural dopes', representing the world in ways that some culture
demanded. Instead, Sacks approached cuIture as an 'inference-making machine':
a descriptive apparatus, administered and used in specific contexts. The issue for
Sacks was not to second-guess societal members but to try to work out:

What is the content of each photograph?
Are the people or objccrs shown posed?
Who are the people shown?
How do each of these features vary by the age of the photographer?

how ir is that people can produce sets of aetions that provide that others ean see such
things ... [as] persons doing intimaey ... persons Iying, etc. (1992, Vol. 1: 119)

The analysis showed significant variation by the age of the child. For instanee
7-year-old children were more likely to take photographs of toys and other posses-
sions. They also took more photographs of their home and family, By contrast, the
l1-year-olds concentrated on outdoor and/or animal photographs (usually their

. pets), while the 15-year-olds mainly took photographs of their friends, usually of
;;the same sex and often in 'informal and striking poses' (316-17).

This study shows that an apparently simple eount of such apparently basic fea-
tures can raise a number of interesting issues. In this case, the researchers sought
to pursue these issues by qualitative interviews with their child photographers.

Following Section 11.2.5 above, rhis study took otTby beginning with descrip-
tive questions ofwhat? and 'how?'. This generared 'why?' questions which they
iate r sought (O answer through mrerviews wirh subjects. The inrcrviews -also
allowed the cornparison of rhe categories that the researchers used with those
used by the ehildren themselves.

Given that many categories ean be used to describe the same person or aet, Saeks's
task was:

10 find out how they [members] go about ehoosing among the available sets of
categories for grasping some evento (1992, VoI. 1: 41)

So Sacks does not mean to imply that 'sociery' determines which category one
chooses. Instead, he wants to show the aetive interpretive work involved in
rendering any description and the local implieations of ehoosing any particular
category. Whether or not we choose to use Sacks's precise method, he otTers an
inspiring way to begin to analyse the productivities of any texto TRANSCRIPTS ..,.
11,6 VISUAL DATA Like any kind of data, the analysis of tapes and transeripts depends upon the gen-

eration of some research problern out of a particular theoretical orientation. As
with the writing of ficld notes, the preparation of a transeript frorn an audio- or
videotape is d thcoreticallv sarurarcd activity. Where there is more than one
researcher, debate about what you are seeing and hearing is never just about

Visual d:1ta is ;J very broad category which can encompass anything from videos
eo photogrnphs to naturally occurring observational data like that discussed in
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eollating data - it is data analysis. But how do you push the analysis beyond
agreed transeript?

The temptation is to start at line 1 of your transeript and to work your way
down the page making observations as you go. However, the danger of proceed.,
ing in this way is that your observarions are likely to be ad hoc and cornmonsej., .
sical. Moreover, if you are cornmitred to an approach (like CA or DA) which"
looks at how the participants co-produce some meaning, then beginning with a
single utteranee gets you off on the wrong foot. How else ean you proeeed?

ln Chapter 6, we carne aeross Mason's (1996) idea of formulating a research
topic in terms of ditferent kinds of puzzles. Idenrifying a puzzle ean also be the
way to kick-start the analysis of a transeript. Onee you have found your puzzle,
the best method is often to work back and forth through your transeript to see how
the puzzle arises and is resolved.

As in the other sections, let me take a eonerete example. I was working on
some transeripts of parent-teaeher interviews gathered in Australian schools by
Carolyn Baker and Jayne Keogh. The following examples involve a student,
Donna (5), her parents (F and M) and her teaeher (T). In Extracts 11.1 and 11.2
there are no audible responses from Donna or Donna's parents to a piece of advice
from the teacher (> indicates turn-slots where reeeipts are absent):

'Fina!ly, in Extraet 11.4, Donna does not respond to her father's adviee:

Extract 11.4

F: I think you should sit somewhere different
M: Mm?
F: well think of your marks it's just (4.0) irs pretty rubbishy

..The absence of (spoken) responses by students to their teacher's or parents' advice
in Extracts 11.1-11.4 gave us rhe puzzle which kick-started our analysis
(Silverman et al., 1997). Such silence is a puzzle because it does not appear to fit
with what we know about eonversation where the absence of a response by
someone selected for next tum is remarkable and aecountable (Sacks et al., 1974).

To try to solve this puzzle, we searehed other data for eomparable findings. ln
, over sixty advice sequenees in pre-Hl V-test counselling, 1have only one example
;. of such a silent response to adviee (Silverrnan, 1997). This is shown below
[e = counsellor, P = patient]:

Extract 1Li [Silvennan, 1997: 118]

Extract 11.1

1 C:
2
3
4 >
5 C:
6 >
7 C:
8
9 P:

10
11 C:

this is why we say hh if you don't know the person that
you're with (0.6) and you're going to have sex with them hh
it's importaot that you rell rhern to (0.3) use a condom
(0.8)
or to practice safe sex that's what using a condom meaos.
(1.5)

okay?
(0.3)
uhum

T: rhars the only way I can really (1.0) really help at the mornent and (.) for Donna
herself to um do a little bit more in c1assand not chat so rnuch down the back
with Nicky and (.) Joanne?

> (1.0)

T: um(2.0)

Extract 11.i
•

T: Or we maybe, if- our next unit of work, Donna? if irs (.) another group do you
think you- you'd perforrn better not working with the same girls?

> (1.0)
T: work with a different, with someone differenr in rhe class?
> (2.0)
T: you'd prefer to work with the same girls

(0.4)

has your partner ever used a condom with you?

Extract 11.3

Notice the 1.5 second pause at the sccond >. Since this f6110\''v"sa possible turn-
"completion poinr JS C concludes her advice, rhe pause can be he.ird as P's pause.
. Moreover, C demonstrares that she monitors it this way by uSll1g 'okay' to go
}n pursuit of some utteranee to indieate that at least P is listening. When, after a
"tirrther pause, she obtains 'uhum', C can now continue.
, However, it is also worth noting C's explanation (or gloss) whieh follows 'use
~, condom'. Since that phrase could also have been heard as term.inating C's
:l.dvice, she seerns to havc inspected the 0.8 second pause rhat tollows as repre-
senting an absent continuer and, therefore, a possible lack of understanding, 50
she provides her gloss in order, unsuecessfully as it turns out, to create a stronger envi-

,·xonment in which to get a continuer,
Extrarr 11.5 shares one furthcr similariry wirh the teacher-pupil advice

sequenccs. Here rhe p.uicur is a l ó-year-old person, by far the youugcst of all the
.clients in our HIV counselling extracts.

In Extract 11.3 below, Donna's father eventually responds after a pause in a turn-

slot in whieh Donna might have spoken:

T: 1- don't- know it's really the three of you got to pull up your socks sort of thing
or (.) or you sit somewhere differenr but

> (2.0)
T: t()
F: [I think you should sit somewhere different
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On a non-analytic levei, what we seem to be dealing with here is the social
problem well known to both professionals and parents: that is, the common non-

response of adolescents when told what to do by adults (or even when aSKed
questions). This social problem is seen massively in hospital c!inics run for ado-
lescents and evokes continual, unsuccessful attempts to get the child to speak
(see Silverman, 1987).111 Extracts 11.6-11.8 below, taken frorn such clinics, we also
find non-response to advice [D = doctor, P = patient and M = mother]:

Extracr 11.6 [Diabetic clinic 1 (NH:17.7)]

D: What should we do about yOLltdiabetes? Because you've not
been doing your testing (untimed pause)

D: I know at the mornent your feeling sod ali this a1together
P: Don't know
D: Would it help if we got off your back?

(untimed pause)

Extract 11.7 [Diabetic clinic 2 (S:12.2)]

D: The blood sugar is really toa high
(untimed pause) [P is looking miserable]

M: We have to fight this ali the way
D: One or rwo units, does this really upset you?

(unrirned pause) [P is looking down and fiddling with her coat]

Extract 11.8 [Clefi-palate clinic (14.32-3)]

D: Um (2.0) but you're satisfied with your lip, are you, we don't want
anyrhing done to that?

M: She doesn't (1.0) it doesn't seern to worry her
D: Heh heh don't want anything done about any[thing?
M: [heh heh
D: Not your nose?

(J.n)

Throughout Extracts 11.5-11.8, adolescents fail to respond in the second-turn
position to advice and questions, ln Extracts 11.5 and 11.6, they eventually offer
a rninimal respome after a second prompt. By contrast, in Extracts 11.7 and 11.8,
when these young patients fail to take atum when norninated as next speaker, .
their mothers speak for them, offering a commentary on their childs behaviourf
or fcelings. Finally, in Exrract 11.8, when D once more renominates rhe patient as '<'

next speaker, nothing is heard.
However, if we had stopped ar the observation of a congruence between

professional-client encounters involving young people in both medica] and educa-
ti0l1.11scrriugs, we would only bc restating a social problern well known to parents
and profcssionals dealing with young people. 1 work 011 che assumption that the
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skills of social scientists arise precisely in their ability to look at the world afresh
" and hence hold out the possibility of offering insights to practitioners. The ques-

tion is, then, how can we move from our commonplace observation to a social
science analysis?

Earlier in this book I suggested that qualitative research is at its strongest in
answering questions likeThow? and 'what?' rather than 'why?'. So our initial
response was to shift the focus away from explaining our observation towards locat-
ing its interaetional athievement. Thus we asked: how is questioning and advice
giving imeracrionally managed, tur n by turn, where the osrensible answerer or
advice recipient is apparently non-responsive?

In multi-party professional-client settings, the recipient of a particular turn is
not given by some institutional rule but is actively 'worked ar' by the participants.
Extract 11.8 is a very nice example of this and is given here again:

Extract 11.8 [Cleft-palate clinic (14.32-3)]

D: Um (2.0) but you're satisfied with your lip, are you, we don't want anything
done to that?
She doesn't (1.0) ir doesn'r seem to worry her
Heh heh don't want anything done about any[thing?

[heh heh

M:'

D:
M:
D: Nor your nose?

(3.0)

. As 1 have already remarked, in line 1, D appears to norninate as next speaker
'.' someone who rnight appropriately make an assessment about their 'lip'. However,

although next speaker orients to this nornination (talking about 'she' and 'her'
': rather than 'I' and 'me' in !ine 3), she is not the next speaker so norninated.
J Moreover, when D appears to renorninate M's daughter as next speaker (!ines 4

and 6), alrhough she is silenr, M claims recipiency via her laughter at line 5.
Extract 11.8 shows that recipiency is constructed on a turn-by-rurn basis.

Moreover, even within a sinzle turn, rhe recinient mav be rcdefined. Notice, for,,-" r, •

.,. instance, how D swirches frorn the voice of 'you' to 'we' within line 1.
Such a switch is interactionaUy ambiguous. First, 'we' may be heard as no more

than the patronizing way of referring to organizational clients quite cornmon in
England (and, sometimes, the object of a sarcastic response, e.g. 'me and who else?').

r: Second, in this local contexr, it creates the possibility that D's question about 'lip-
satisfaction' is addressed to both or eirher mother and daughrer, lndeed, it may be
this very possibiliry that allows a parem to respond without a pause (in line 3) in a
slor in which the child might have been expected to answer a questiono

Extract 11.8, from a clefi-palatc clinic, shows how the parties play with the
Jmbiguiry about who is the recipient of a particular questiono Rather than treat-
ing .uubiguiry as a communication prohlem, the analysis h3S begun to show how
the interactants can use ambiguity as a resource.

•
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The same imerpretation may be attached to the child's silence. Instead
treating this silence as indicating some dificiency on the part of the child, we ar:
that, faced with the ambivalence built imo such questions and commen'ts'
teachers (and parents), silence can be treated as a display of interactional Com

tence. Finally moving on to the 'why?' question, we can speculate that this""
because silence (or at least lack ofverbal response) allows children to avoid impf
cation in the collaboratively accomplished adult moraluniverse and, thus, enabl
thern to resist the way in which an institutional discourse serves to frame ano
constrain their social competencies.

categories and to see how these are used in concrete activities like telling
;,. stories, assembling liles or taking photographs?

Transcripts: the preparation 01 a transcript lrom an audio- or videotape is a
theoretically saturated activity. Where there is more than one researcher,

"" sorting out what you are seeing and hearing is never just about collating
data - lt,is data analysis.

11.8 CONClUDING REMARKS

In this chapter, 1 have shown how, using the four main kinds of qualitative data, f
you can begin data analysis. By generating a puzzle by early inspection of some
data, whether your own or borrowed, you can kick-start any research project. In
Chaprer 12. we examine how data analysis can be developed after these first stages.

Harry Wolcott's little book, Writing Up Qualitative Research (Sage Qualitative
Research Methods Series, Number 20,1990), especially Chapter 2, is a help-
fui, informal guide to beginning data analysis. Other relevant sources are:
Amanda Coftey and Paul Atkinson's Making Sense of Qualitative Data (Sage,
1996), Chapter Two, and Jenniler Mason's Qualitative Researching (2nd edn,

'~J"';sage, 2002). For lurther details 01 the case studies discussed in this chapter,
fi5 see: Jody Miller and Barry Glassner's 'The inside and the outside: linding real-
.~ ities in interviews', in my edited collection Qualitative Research (2nd edn,
~. Sage, 2004); my two monographs Communication in the Clinic (Sage, 1987);
fbiand Discourses of Counselling (Sage, 1997); and Harvey Sacks's Lectures ont> Conversation (Vol. 1, Blackwell, 1992), 205-22 and 306-11. II you are inter-
{~i:ested in using Internet data, consult Annette Markham's chapter 'Internet
~.~ communication as a tool lor qualitative research' in my book Qualitative
~r4'1-Research (2004).

KEY POINTS

Avoid spending the lirst period 01 your research without analysing any data.
There are several ways to kick-start data analysis:

- analyse data already in the public sphere
- beg or borrow other people's data
- seek a'dvice from your supervisor
- ana/yse your own data as you gather it
- ask key questions about your data

When analysing different kinds of qualitative data, the following issues arise:

Interviews: is your aim to describe the 'gritty' reality 01 people's lives (realism)
or to access the stories or narratives through which people describe their
worlds (col1structionism)?

Field notes: you need to note what you can see (as well as hear) as well as how
you are behaving and being treated.

Texts and visual material: is your goal precise content analysis in which you
establísh a set of categories and then count the number 01 instances that fali
into each category? Or is your airn to understand the participants'
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